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Vision
Lucknow International Public School is situated in 5 acres of land; it is an ISO 9001certified school. It was established on 5 Feb. 2017 with the main aim of providing a
tremendous learning experience to both rural and urban areas students. Our
chairman sir Mr. Rajesh Singh Chauhan and Director ma’am Mrs.Sonika Singh have
dreamt of making an institution, which encourages children to think independently
to be passionate about what they wish to do, to value excellence, to be a learning
mode all their lives. By keeping this perspective in mind, it is our endeavor to mold
our students to be compassionate, progressive and professionally successful human
beings responsive to global culture and heritage, in an environment of sharing and
caring. We believe that every child has a talent, which if fostered in a conducive
environment, will enhance his/her overall development.We strive to provide a lively,
warm and purposeful atmosphere for pursuit of excellence.
We envision a world in which every child, regardless of background, becomes a
healthy and productive adult.

Mission

Our Mission is to provide a vibrant forum for quality education, with a scientific
temper,adaptive to the changing needs of time, to ensure all round development of
the child and expose him/her to a wide spectrum of co-cultural learning which is
essential to make the child confident and ready to step out in today’s challenging
world. To garner the best values from the Indian Tradition and other world cultures
and expose the children to rich Indian culture and spiritual heritage ,creating
genuine respect for their country. We try to imbibe in them the quality of
appreciation and respect for cultural diversity.
At same time acquaint them with the world heritage and engender in them a spirit of
openness, respective, tolerance. To Help students develop to their fullest potential,
physically, mentally, emotionally, psychologically and spiritually.
Promote the development of basic skills, positive attitude, analytical thinking and
inquiry based learning.
In order to achieve that mission we hired experienced and expertise teachers of each
and every subject’s .Teachers apply Innovative teaching techniques to enhance the
interest of the students.
1) Creative Teaching- In this technique, Teachers takes the help of creative
tools to stimulate creativity. They include playful games or forms of visual
exercises that will excite the young minds and capture their interest.
2) Real world learning- Teachers link their lessons to real world learning. They
incorporatereal world experiences into their instructions, which make teaching
moments fresh and enrich classroom learning.
3) Brainstorm session - These sessions will be a great platform for students to
voice their thoughts without having to worry about right or wrong.
4) Classes outside the class- We Organize field tripsespecially in science
subject for our student that are relevant to the lessons or just simply take
students for a walk outside of the classroom. The children will find this fresh
and exciting and will learn and remember the things taught faster.
5) Role play- English and Hindi teachers especially teach literature through Role
play. It is a great way to make childrenstep out of their comfort zone and
develop their interpersonal skills.

6) Audio – Video tools - Supplement textbooks with models, filmstrips, movies
and pictorial material. Use info graphics or other mind mapping and brain
mapping tools that will help their imagination thrive and grow. These methods
will not only develop their ability to listen, but will also help them understand
the concepts better.
7) Puzzles and Games- Puzzles and games help children to think creatively and
face challenges.
In today’s competitive world, students are also facing numerous social, family &
Peer Pressures and sadly, anxiety, abuse and bullying also take toll on their mental
and physical health. Lucknow International Public School understand this and
started yoga classes in school which helps children in the following areas –
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

Improved Memory
Improved Attention Span
Overall Academic Improvement
Developing the whole mind
Releases their pressures

In today’s competitive world the wholesome development of a child is very
important. By keeping this view in mind Lucknow International Public School
orchestrated many activities and programmers’ at pre-primary, primary and junior
level.
Pre- primary level activities and programmers’
1) Hand writingcompetition-Handwriting is a basic tool used in many subjects.
Taking notes, taking tests, and doing classroom work and homework for
almost every content area as well as in language, arts classes — poor
handwriting can have a pervasive effect on school performance.
2) Inter house choir competition - Music binds soul, hearts and emotions. This
competition is held to spread the importance of music among the young kids.
3) Show and Tell activity- This competition was conducted with a view to
develop the cognitive and creative skills of students and comprehend a child

imagination and spontaneous ability to translate their thought and ideas into
words.
4) Fancy dress competition – Role – playing is an important means of
cognitive development.The purpose of conducting the competition was not
only to blend learning with fun but also to develop confidence in the little
ones by giving them an opportunity to perform on the stage.
5) Coloringcompetition – This competition enhances the concentration power
of small kids and also helps them to recognize different types of colors.
6) Hand shadow activity–It is a fun game with kids in which they learn more
about lights.
7) Mango Day + Ice cream programmers – It was a fun-filledprogramme, we
decorated the whole pre- primary classrooms with attractive posters of mango
and ice- creams, we told kids about the benefits of eating mango fruit, and
also gave them Mango to eat.
8) Jungle-safari programme – It is a theme-based programme for pre- primary
kids. In order to create and show awareness for protection of animals and
saying no to animals products. Numerous Enactments and programmers’were
presented by Tiny – touts to anticipate the gathering about the issue.
9) Helper’s Day Activity- This Activity was orchestrated to inform students
about the importance of communities helper’s in today’s society. Students
were dressed up like doctors, Milkman, policeman, teachers, fruit and
vegetable seller and etc.
10) Puppet show Activity-Puppets are a great opportunity for some imaginative
play. They’ll provide hours of fun, encourage storytelling and creative expression
and provide opportunities for role play. By keeping this perspective in mind,LIPS
orchestrated this activity to test a child imagination and also guide them to express
their feelings.
For higher classes’ students also, there are many activities and Inter house
competitions, which help them in shading their inhibitions and boost-up their
confidence and also provide them a platform, where they can showcase their hidden
talents.

Activities and programmers’ for primary and junior classes
1) Inter- house solo dance competition- With the aim of honing the dancing
skills of the students, this competition was orchestrated by LIPS.
2) Inter house PPT competition-In order to enhance the knowledge &
creativity of students about various national and international topics, ppt
competition was held at LIPS.
3) Book mark activity–Book mark activity is a very enjoyable and fun-filled
activity
It is a helpful tool for kids to use during and after reading to remind them of
"good reader" strategies that they can use on their own.
4) Inter house English debate–L.I.P.S. organized this competition, so that the
students Gain broad, multi-faceted knowledge cutting across several
disciplines outside their normal academic subjects, which also enhances their
confidence, poise, and self-esteem.
5) Inter house drawing competition- LIPS mobilized drawing competition to
intensify creativity and builds fine motor skills in students.
6) Inter house poster making competition–To check the creativity and
imagination of students, LIPS orchestrated poster making competition on
save water.
7) Inter house cricket competition – Cricket is one of the most famous
outdoor games in India.LIPS mobilized this competition to enhance the
ability of co- ordination and leadership, teamwork among students. Outdoor
games also provide a lot of health, social benefits to students.
8) Inter house chess competition – This competition was mobilized to check
and intensify the problem solving skills, memory, creativity, reading skills,
&concentration of students.
9) Inter house G.K. competition – “The good life is one inspired by love and
guided by knowledge”. LIPS promote this concept and in order to enhance
and testify student’s knowledge. It organized G.K competition.
10) Inter house story telling competition – To strengthen the speaking
skills and imaginative power and to teach students the way of narrating a
story .This competition was organized.

11) Inter house role- play competition - A role play places the learner into
a learning situation closely resembling the real-life environment in which the
desired behavior will be exhibited. This activity helps students in building
their confidence and good listening skills and also encourages students to
find creative solutions of problems.
12) Nature Walk Activity-Nature is the most beautiful gift by god to the
mankind. LIPS respect this god gift and in order to imbibe its importance in
its school children, it orchestrated nature walk activity, which is a very
fruitful activity for the students. It develops good observation skills,
improves concentration, promotes multi-level family learning, concrete
relatable learning among students.
13) Inter-House Hindi Speech competition-Hindi is our national language.
This competition was arranged, toenlighten today’s children to deliver
speech in Hindi in a more impressive way.
14) Inter- Origami competition-To intensify the ability of logical thinking
in students, this competition was organized by school. Origami is the
Japanese art of folding paper. It is used for various purposes such as
architecture, mathematical learning,and decorative purposes.
Everyone talks about the importance of fitness and exercise for kids.Playing
a sport is a great way for children to take a break from academics and
realease the pent-up energy. It also helps them lead fuller and happier lives
as regular sports and fitness activities have proven to provide not only
physical benefits but also social and psychological benefits to children.
Lucknow International Public School understand the importance of sports in
today’s student’s life and incorporate many sports activities such as:1) Cricket–It is the most popular sport in India by far. It is a national sport
which is played between two teams of eleven players each who score runs by
running between two sets of three small, wooden posts called wickets.
2) Chess- It is a two player strategy board game played on a chessboard, a
checkered game board with 64 squares arranged in an 8* 8 grid. Each player
starts with 16 pieces: 8 pawns,2 knights,2 bishops,2 rooks,1 queen and 1
king.

3) Taekwondo- It is one of the most systematic and scientific Korean
traditional martial arts, characterized by its emphasis on head height,
jumping and spinning kicks and fast kicking techniques. It is a discipline that
shows ways of enhancing our spirit and life through training our body and
mind.Today, it has become a global sport that has gained an International
reputation and stands among the official games in the Olympics.
4) Snooker- Snooker is a game involving a cue ball (white ball) and 22
colored balls on a large table. It is a cue sport that is played on a rectangular
snooker table with six pockets, one at each corner and one in the middle of
each long side. The players use a long stick to hit a white ball, and score
points by knocking colored balls into the pockets at the sides of the table.
5) Table Tennis- It is also known as PING PONG, is a sport in which two or
four players hit a lightweight ball back and forth across a table using small
bats. The game takes place on a hard table divided by a net.
In today’s competitive world students remain in lots of stress. In order to
shed their pressures, LIPS instigated not only one but two swimming pools.
We all know that Swimming is a good all-round activity as it keeps your
heart rate up but takes some of the impact stress off your body. It is a good
workout for your cardiovascular system and makes your heart and lungs
strong.
Learning is a continuous process ,LIPS, not only provide its students
immense opportunities’ of growth, but, also to its staff members, by sending
them in various workshops, which not only enhances their subject
knowledge, but, they also get to know about innovative teaching techniques’.
Some of the workshops attended by our teachers are as follows:1) Robotics Workshop
2) Science Workshop
3) Sanskrit (Ratna –Sagar) Workshop
4) Pre-primary Workshop
5) CBSE workshop conducted by SAHODHAYA for all subjects

Achievements mean a lot for any institution, specially, if it is newly endowed. An
organization can actualize their aspiration, if the entire workforce drudges with
dedication, determination, & efficiency, for the betterment of the organization. We
are very glad to say that our school entire workforce is so efficient and dedicated
that, our school achieved a lot in such short span of time.
1) MUN- The Model United Nation is an educational simulation in which students
can learn about diplomacy, International relations, and the United Nations. It came
in Delhi on 14-15 October to draft a resolution on the global issues. LIPS provided
an opportunity to its students to participate and present their ideas on the major
global issues like UNGA- Dual Nuclear Technology, UNHCR- Rights and
privileges of Refugees, #RAW- Joint Secretary on Pakistan, UNATIPPM- Electoral
reforms in Indian. Our students were highly appreciated and applauded by the
members of MUN.
2)Summer splash – LIPS orchestrated ‘summer splash’ , a summer event, in which
many
activities
were
there
like
cricket,swimming,dance,personality
development,Art & craft, Mehendi- designing & etc. Many students from all over
Lucknow participated in that summer – splash.
3) Fusion fitness sports awards- Second fitness classic championship orchestrated
by fusion fitness and LIPS in association with Lucknow Bodybuilding and fitness
association (LBBFA) in the state capital Lucknow on 21 May. The chief- guest of
this prestigious occasion was first Mr. Universe of India Prem chand Dhingra. He
bestowed the proud winners with trophy and cash prizes. Moradabad lad, Mohd.
Wasim was declared Mr. UP and Ravish Ahmed was announced Mr.Lucknow
.They both got the cash prizes of Rs 51,000 and 31,000 respectively.On this
auspicious event, manyrenowned sportsperson Yatinder singh,javed khan, sanjana,
upanshu jaiswal and govind jha won the fusion fitness sports award.
4)State level Kick-boxing competition - It is a big achievement that our student
won Gold, silver and bronze Medals in State level Kick-boxing competition.
5) Bhuvneshwar summit -The centre for Educational development orchestrated
first EDUSUMMIT in Bhuvneshwar. It is a very gratifying moment for our school,

that, it acquires BEST INNOVATIVE PRACTICES Award and our respected
principal ma’am (Do teachers still matter in the age of technology), coordinator
ma’am (Safety and security in schools) and science teacher (Innovative learning
through technology) articles were published in Touch Education Magazine, which
is a very renowned magazine.
6)School award- Our school won the best HI-TECH school award and our
respected chairperson Mr. Rajesh Singh Chauhan bestowed with Best chairperson
award in Delhi organized by CED (Centre for Educational Development).
7)Foundation –Day- On 4 Feb. 2018, LIPS celebrated its first foundation day; it is
a glorious moment for the institution. On this auspicious day, school rededicated
itself to its commitment to strive with undoubting spirit, courage of conviction for
excellence. The chief guest Rajesh Singh Chauhan expressed his satisfaction over
the achievements of the institution in the past one year and encouraged students to
make constant efforts to become the best by involving self- discipline in their lives.
8)APJ ABDUL KAALAM AWARD- LIPS orchestrated this award with the
association of IEUF and Avantika group to honor dedicated and experienced
teachers on 18 feb.2018. 82 principals from all over India were rewarded with this
award and it is a very glorious moment for our school that our respected principal
ma’am was also rewarded.
On this occasion, Lifetime achievement award was rewarded by endowing shawl
and momentum to the CEO of the Jagran education foundation Jagnath Gupta.
Education-e-world magazine was launched in this programme.
The chairman of IEUF announced new working style and makes Monika
Chaudhary, the brand- ambassador of IEUF.
A very talented student of Lucknow International Public School Abhay- yadav of
class-VIII rewarded Award by our honorable chief guest vice-chancellor of
Lucknow University for his innovation of making a multi-purpose solar car.
9) Annual function – The Annual Day celebration was bound to be a befitting
occasion for the spontaneous outburst of this high spiritedness in a wide range of
creativity. The celebration as scheduled started in the evening of March 17, 2018,

with the warm welcome of the guest’s chairperson Mr. Rajesh singh Chauhan,
Director Sonika Singh and Dr. Heena Zahir Naqvi and Indian army lieutenant
Yogita Bhatt were the guest of honor.
Bouquet presentation by the members of the staff was followed by the traditional
ceremony that was the lighting of lamp.
The program me was started by the profound students of our school nakul, umair,
keertika, Fatima and pranav. They dispensed the Annual report of the school,
focusing on the school’s achievements and various extracurricular activities.
Academic excellence awards were given in various segments to remarkable
students.
As well as, those parents, who were very attentive and caring towards the
performance of their child throughout the year, were acknowledged by the school
management, by bestowing them the best parent award.
It was very enthralling for the audience to view the tiny touts in black costume in
their graduation ceremony.
Momentums were bestowed to our esteemed and honorable guests.
A scintillating performance was given by the choir students followed by the
Vandana through which student disclosed immense respect for all the religions.
Then, the story based on the theme TRISHA was started. Audiences stood abide by
the spellbound performance on a sensitive story TRISHA, which was entrusted by
students beautifully through their astonishing acting and phenomenal dance
performances.
The story conveyed a very alluring message to the audience that, “In today’s fast
pacing life, spending quality time with kids is more essential, than just providing
expensive gifts and luxuries lifestyle to them. The 1 st Annual day concluded with
the vote of thanks given by our respected principal ma’am and the National
Anthem, leaving behind the promise of a handful of brighter hues the next year.

Our school don’t discriminate students on the basis of caste, class, & religion and
we celebrate every religion festivals such as Diwali, holi, lohri, onam, Eid, Guru
Nanak jayanti and etc, to inculcate the feeling of togetherness among students.
Lucknow International Public School also mobilized special assemblies on National
and International days such as World population day,World cancer day, World
Human Rights day, National education day, National integration day, World Human
Rights Day, National Mathematics Day, World cancer Day&etc, to intensify the
knowledge of students.
To justify the word International that comes in our name, our school is made up of
modern infrastructure specially designed to provide all the facilities and comfort to
our students to enable them learn in a healthy atmosphere.
We are one of a kind school in lucknow; with fully Air- conditioned classrooms
transport buses and the enjoyment of AMUSEMENT PARK.
Today’s parent is very concerned about their child safety and security , LIPS
understand this worry of parents and incorporated a GPSdevice in all its buses and
vans which informs LIPS Security department about the bus routes and
simultaneously gives them the option to track the vehicles’.
In today’s competitive world, it is not enough to provide theoretical knowledge to
students, practical knowledge is very important to strengthen the subject concepts of
students.
Lucknow International Public School give emphasis on practical knowledge &
incorporated smart classes& innovative labs of subjects such as –
1) Math’s lab – Through this lab, students perform mathematical experiments,
play mathematical games, and solve puzzles &etc, which not only nurtures the
inner intellect of a student but also provides a practical approach towards the
real life.
2) Composite lab – Science unlike other courses affects the lives of each and
every person in several ways. Teaching science therefore, requires a different
approach. At Lucknow International Public School. we give students the

maximum possibilities to nurture their scientific temperament by giving them
well equipped science labs. Science lab experiments aid in developing scientific
learning amongst students and in cultivating deeper and profound interest in this
field. School science lab plays an important role in the advances and
technologies being made in the world. Students learn how to make scientific
arguments. Conduct experiments and review them closely developing logical
reasoning and responding to analytical comments. These valuable skills help in
preparing the next generation scientists, engineers and medical professionals.
3) Computer lab – We incorporated many of essential and useful features and
recent version of the software in our computers, which help students to find any
information that they desire and get easy access to the extensive world of
information.
4) Robotics lab–Robotics is an excellent, multidisciplinary field to impart
practical, hands-on learning to students to understand important core CS-STEM
subjects such as physics, math’s, design, construction, structures, engineering
and programming.
This lab enable children to become motivated and engaged in Science,
Mathematics and Technology (SMT) through observation, experimentation,
inference, drawing, model, building, rational reasoning, testability etc.
5) Music room–The importance of music in education to support brain function
and memory in academic subjects adds to the value of music education in
schools. LIPS understand its important and incorporated many innovative
musical instruments in school music roomlike flute, guitar,
organ,piano,trumpet, violin & etc.There are many benefits of music rooms for
kids such asa) Musical training helps develop language and reasoning
b) Students learn to improve their work
c) Increased coordination among students
d) Emotional development
e) Music builds imagination and intellectual curiosity
f) Music can develop spatial intelligence

6) Eco-club- The condition of environment is very worst and continuously
deteriorating in our country, It is a forum through which students can reach out
to influence, engage their parents and neighborhood communities to promote
sound environmental behavior. It will empower students to explore
environmental concepts and actions beyond the confines of a syllabus or
curriculum. While everyone, everywhere, asserts the importance of ‘learning to
live sustainably,’ environment remains a peripheral issue in the formal
schooling system. By keeping this thing in mind, our school formed a Eco- club
to develop a sense of responsibility towards environment among students.
7) Mythological club – This club is one of its kinds and has been created to help
the children develop a better understanding of their respective cultures. A
culture’s collective mythology helps convey belongingness, sharing of religious
experiences, behavioral models, morals and practical lessons. This club
develops a strong value system in children. The members of the club perform
dramas, uphold story telling sessions and share information about the great
mythological characters and their inspiring life stories.
8) Library- The LIPS library is one of the hallmarks of the school. LIPS have
individual libraries for the junior and senior classes. The libraries have sections
ranging from textbooks and reference books to fiction and general knowledge.
Since the school aims at making learning a fun process, there is an assortment of
books and magazines available on general topics and separate sections for
hobby-related books, books on travel, animal care, short stories, drama, poetry,
astrology and other topics.

If you have a good product, it must reach to its target audience and in this publicity
plays a very vital role. LIPS understand this and since its commencement it is
involved in media through newspapers’, like Amar ujala, Times of India by
giving press releases of itsearch and every events and programmers’. We also have
a strong presence in social media through face book .which is easily accessible
and it’s also the meeting point of today’s internet savvy audience.Major portion of
younger generation, teenagers and middle aged people, are major percentage of the

total social media user population. Through social media, we can easily connect to
our target audience, which also helps in our school publicity.
Many institutions faces hurdles on their way of success .Our institution is no
different , we also faces a lot of issues and challenges, as we know that our school
is situated on highway ,so, many sub-urban, urban and rural areas students are also
studying in our school, They all comes from various background and have different
perspective of learning. So, it is a big task to teach all this students together under
one roof and it’s a very satisfactory feeling that we get success in it.
To ensure our school’s future vitality and strength going forward, our school team
has evaluated our internal and external environment, identified opportunities and
challenges, and established our school’s most important priorities. Any institution
that established, wants to run for a longer period of time.
We as an institution want to imprint our footprint in the educational field. so, we
have a lot of future plans to achieve that status.
1) We will commence standard 9 from next session.
2) We will also start extra tuition classes for weak students.

